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This Cute Primary Composition Notebook is perfect for Grades K-2 Creative Writing, Handwriting Practice,
Homeschooling, and Journaling 108 Pages/ 54 Sheets Composition Book Size: 8.5
“Guides readers toward the road less consumptive, offering practical advice and moral support while making a
convincing case that individual actions . . . do matter.” —Elizabeth Royte, author, Garbage Land and Bottlemania Like
many people, Beth Terry didn’t think an individual could have much impact on the environment. But while laid up after
surgery, she read an article about the staggering amount of plastic polluting the oceans, and decided then and there to
kick her plastic habit. In Plastic-Free, she shows you how you can too, providing personal anecdotes, stats about the
environmental and health problems related to plastic, and individual solutions and tips on how to limit your plastic
footprint. Presenting both beginner and advanced steps, Terry includes handy checklists and tables for easy reference,
ways to get involved in larger community actions, and profiles of individuals—Plastic-Free Heroes—who have gone beyond
personal solutions to create change on a larger scale. Fully updated for the paperback edition, Plastic-Free also includes
sections on letting go of eco-guilt, strategies for coping with overwhelming problems, and ways to relate to other people
who aren’t as far along on the plastic-free path. Both a practical guide and the story of a personal journey from
helplessness to empowerment, Plastic-Free is a must-read for those concerned about the ongoing health and happiness
of themselves, their children, and the planet.
120 Pages 8 1/2" x 11" Large Glossy Soft Cover. Girls will be sure to love this cute princess and castle design and love
having their very own journal to draw and write stories in. Our story paper has a measured space at the top for a title,
then a picture box for the child to draw an illustration and then five lines for the child to write their story. Each measured
space consists of two lines (top and bottom) .65" apart and a dotted line in the center to guide the child as they write.
Alice in Wonderland (also known as Alice's Adventures in Wonderland), from 1865, is the peculiar and imaginative tale of
a girl who falls down a rabbit-hole into a bizarre world of eccentric and unusual creatures. Lewis Carroll's prominent
example of the genre of "literary nonsense" has endured in popularity with its clever way of playing with logic and a
narrative structure that has influence generations of fiction writing.
Primary Writing Paper with Picture Box is a cut notebook for drawing and writing for kids. primary writing paper with a
blank picture box on the top half and primary ruled lines on the bottom half. The dotted midline and thick baseline make
handwriting practice easier for kids in preschool. This book contains Cover : Matte finish Size :8.5×11 inches Pages : 110
pages Paper : White
Handwriting practice paper dotted notebook for kids Trace the letters and practice handwriting lined paper book 8.5x11
size dotted grid paperback quality with a glossy cover
Kindergarten writing paper with Picture Box 120 pages ? This classic minimal and well-designed handwriting notebook
multi-purpose for writing ? Wide lines and a dotted center to help students practice the shapes and sizes of their letters
and numbers. ? A little practice each day can go a long way in helping children develop beautiful penmanship. ? Check
out a sample of the notebook by clicking on the "Look inside" feature. ? Check out the specifications for more information.
Notebook features : ? Layout: Handwriting Practice Paper ? Dimensions: 8.5" x 11". ? Soft, matte laminated paperback
cover. ? Interior: 120 pages or 60 sheets. ? Paper Weight: 60lb Acid-Free Paper. ? White interior pages. ? Binding:
Perfect. Make sure to check out the other design, colors in this type by clicking on our author's page Sappuris NoteBooks
Available. separately in-lined, bullet dot grid, unlined, blank pages, black paper, sketchbook versions,journal lined, lined
paper, Paper college-ruled, writing notes, writing notebook, lined notebook journal, lined paper notebook, notebook for
studying, notebook for school, notebook for drawing, notebook for work, notebook for kids, notebook for children,
notebook and journal, composition books, activity book, agendas, calendar, coloring book, diaries, guest book, logs
books, memory books, notepads ,planners, prayer books, puzzle books, study guides, trackers, workbook and etc.
Multiple colors. Colorful, Bright, Black Color, Dark Gray Color, Gray Color, Light Gray, White-Gray, Bright Red, Coral
Red, Pink Color, Magenta, Purple, Violet, Dark Turquoise, Aqua Blue, Turquoise Blue. Light Blue, Royal Blue, Cobalt
Blue, Green, Grass Green, Lime, Yellow, Peach, Orange, Gradient Pattern, Paint, Texture and Background and etc. If
you have any other questions, please contact us Email: sappurisnotebooks@hotmail.com, Website:
www.sappurisnotebooks.com Facebook page: sappurisnotebooks ,LinkedIn page: sappurisnotebooks ,and on our Author
Pages
Glossy 8.5 x 11 Cover with 150 Pages. Each page features six primary writing lines and a picture box for illustration.
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures, Introduction to Probability provides essential language and tools for understanding
statistics, randomness, and uncertainty. The book explores a wide variety of applications and examples, ranging from coincidences and
paradoxes to Google PageRank and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional
Kindergarten writing paper with Picture Box 120 pages ? This classic minimal and well-designed handwriting notebook multi-purpose for
writing ? Wide lines and a dotted center to help students practice the shapes and sizes of their letters and numbers. ? A little practice each
day can go a long way in helping children develop beautiful penmanship. ? Check out a sample of the notebook by clicking on the "Look
inside" feature. ? Check out the specifications for more information. Notebook features : ? Layout: Draw and Handwriting Lined ? Dimensions:
8.5" x 11". ? Soft, matte laminated paperback cover. ? Interior: 120 pages or 60 sheets. ? Paper Weight: 60lb Acid-Free Paper. ? White
interior pages. ? Binding: Perfect. Make sure to check out the other design, colors in this type by clicking on our author's page Sappuris
NoteBooks Available. separately in-lined, bullet dot grid, unlined, blank pages, black paper, sketchbook versions,journal lined, lined paper,
Paper college-ruled, writing notes, writing notebook, lined notebook journal, lined paper notebook, notebook for studying, notebook for school,
notebook for drawing, notebook for work, notebook for kids, notebook for children, notebook and journal, composition books, activity book,
agendas, calendar, coloring book, diaries, guest book, logs books, memory books, notepads ,planners, prayer books, puzzle books, study
guides, trackers, workbook and etc. Multiple colors. Colorful, Bright, Black Color, Dark Gray Color, Gray Color, Light Gray, White-Gray, Bright
Red, Coral Red, Pink Color, Magenta, Purple, Violet, Dark Turquoise, Aqua Blue, Turquoise Blue. Light Blue, Royal Blue, Cobalt Blue, Green,
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Grass Green, Lime, Yellow, Peach, Orange, Gradient Pattern, Paint, Texture and Background and etc. If you have any other questions,
please contact us Email: sappurisnotebooks@hotmail.com, Website: www.sappurisnotebooks.com Facebook page: sappurisnotebooks
,LinkedIn page: sappurisnotebooks ,and on our Author Pages
Ever since its original publication in Germany in 1938, Max Schweidler's Die Instandsetzung von Kupferstichen, Zeichnungen, Buchern usw.
has been recognized as a seminal modern text on the conservation and restoration of works on paper. This volume, based on the
authoritative revised German edition of 1950, makes Schweidler's work available in English for the first time, in a meticulously edited and
annotated scholarly edition. An extensively illustrated appendix presents case studies of eleven Old Master prints that were treated using the
techniques Schweidler discusses.
The debut cookbook from the Saveur blog award-winning Internet expert on making eating cheap dependably delicious As a college grad
during the recent great recession, Beth Moncel found herself, like so many others, broke. Unwilling to sacrifice eating healthy and well—and
armed with a degree in nutritional science—Beth began tracking her costs with obsessive precision, and soon cut her grocery bill in half. Eager
to share her tips and recipes, she launched her blog, Budget Bytes. Soon the blog received millions of readers clamoring for more. Beth's
eagerly awaited cookbook proves cutting back on cost does not mean cutting back on taste. Budget Bytes has more than 100 simple,
healthy, and delicious recipes, including Greek Steak Tacos, Coconut Chicken Curry, Chorizo Sweet Potato Enchilada, and Teriyaki Salmon
with Sriracha Mayonnaise, to name a few. It also contains expert principles for saving in the kitchen—including how to combine inexpensive
ingredients with expensive to ensure that you can still have that steak you’re craving, and information to help anyone get acquainted with his
or her kitchen and get maximum use out of the freezer. Whether you’re urban or rural, vegan or paleo, Budget Bytes is guaranteed to delight
both the palate and the pocketbook.
Draw And Write Journal Primary composition notebook Grades K-2, for young children learning to write with drawing box at the top, lined
paper with picture box 8.5" x 11" (21.59 x 27.94 cm) 55 sheets / 110 pages This adorable notebook is ideal for young children who are
learning how to write and properly proportion letters.
The Most Meaningful Gift for Kids Who Have Everything ! Are you looking for a gift for your kids? Do you want to receive praise and
compliments from your children and your family ? Then this Kindergarten writing paper with lines and picture is for you. This gift is a musthave present for your kids. Get ready to see forward progress over time. It is cool Kindergarten writing paper with lines and picture . Your
children will learn how to shape characters, alphabets ,drawing and get motivated by offering them repeated fun experiences with this writing
paper with lines and picture No more trying to figure out what the kids will do next, it's all here! Kids can use pencils, paint or felt tip and they
can then pin up the best coloring pages in their rooms. Handwriting practice paper dotted notebook for kids is the first step towards learning.
Trace the letters and practice handwriting in this awesome and crazy lined paper book with dotted grid for practicing handwriting. Get your
kids this Handwriting practice paper and let them write. Handy 8.5x11 size. Perfect for Kindergarten , preschoolers and toddlers to learn how
to shape characters and alphabets. This handwriting practice book for kids could be their favorite school supplies. Enjoy exciting letter tracing
with this high quality white page blank lined dotted . 120 pages of blank handwriting practice paper. Wide lines with picture and a dotted
center to help students practice the shapes and sizes of their letters and numbers. A little practice each day can go a long ways in helping
children develop beautiful penmanship.
Kindergraten writing paper with Picture Box 100 pages ? This classic minimal and well-designed writing paper multi-purpose for writing &
drawing ? Wide lines and a dotted center to help students practice the shapes and sizes of their letters and numbers. ? A little practice each
day can go a long way in helping children develop beautiful penmanship. ? Check out a sample of the notebook by clicking on the "Look
inside" feature. ? Check out the specifications for more information. Notebook features : ? Layout: Handwriting Practice Paper ? Dimensions:
8.5" x 11". ? Soft, matte laminated paperback cover. ? Interior: 100 pages or 50 sheets. ? Paper Weight: 60lb Acid-Free Paper. ? White
interior pages. ? Binding: Perfect. Make sure to check out the other design, colors in this type by clicking on our author's page Sappuris
NoteBooks Available. separately in-lined, bullet dot grid, unlined, blank pages, black paper, sketchbook versions,journal lined, lined paper,
Paper college-ruled, writing notes, writing notebook, lined notebook journal, lined paper notebook, notebook for studying, notebook for school,
notebook for drawing, notebook for work, notebook for kids, notebook for children, notebook and journal, composition books, activity book,
agendas, calendar, coloring book, diaries, guest book, logs books, memory books, notepads ,planners, prayer books, puzzle books, study
guides, trackers, workbook and etc. Multiple colors. Colorful, Bright, Black Color, Dark Gray Color, Gray Color, Light Gray, White-Gray, Bright
Red, Coral Red, Pink Color, Magenta, Purple, Violet, Dark Turquoise, Aqua Blue, Turquoise Blue. Light Blue, Royal Blue, Cobalt Blue, Green,
Grass Green, Lime, Yellow, Peach, Orange, Gradient Pattern, Paint, Texture and Background and etc. If you have any other questions,
please contact us Email: sappurisnotebooks@hotmail.com, Website: www.sappurisnotebooks.com Facebook page: sappurisnotebooks
,LinkedIn page: sappurisnotebooks ,and on our Author Pages , #20201122-020841#Notebook#Gradient glitter background
Three little mouse brothers go into the meadow to find a present for their mother but it is the littlest mouse that comes up with the most
unusual gift of all.
This beloved book by E. B. White, author of Stuart Little and The Trumpet of the Swan, is a classic of children's literature that is "just about
perfect." Illustrations in this ebook appear in vibrant full color on a full-color device and in rich black-and-white on all other devices. Some Pig.
Humble. Radiant. These are the words in Charlotte's Web, high up in Zuckerman's barn. Charlotte's spiderweb tells of her feelings for a little
pig named Wilbur, who simply wants a friend. They also express the love of a girl named Fern, who saved Wilbur's life when he was born the
runt of his litter. E. B. White's Newbery Honor Book is a tender novel of friendship, love, life, and death that will continue to be enjoyed by
generations to come. It contains illustrations by Garth Williams, the acclaimed illustrator of E. B. White's Stuart Little and Laura Ingalls
Wilder's Little House series, among many other books.
Our Prince and Princess Primary Notebook Journals for kids are a wonderful alternative to more traditional gifts, presents and prizes. Each
page has a box for your child to draw in and the other half of the page is primary lined (top line, middle dotted line, bottom line). This write and
draw notebook will serve as a keepsake for you long after your child has filled it with stories and drawings of their own. This blank book is the
size of a composition notebook 7.44" x 9.69" and has 100 pages (50 sheets) for your child to fill with creativity! Notebooks make wonderful
personalized gifts for Christmas, Birthdays, Personal Accomplishments, or just because. Blank lined books allow the user to write and
organize their thoughts, prioritize to-do list, and keep track of important phones numbers, dates, and addresses. Journals and Diaries can be
kept once they are filled and used for comparisons, or as a record of your life and journey. Many people keep journals with the intention to
pass them down to other loved ones or children and grandchildren. Filling them with your personal thoughts and words of wisdom could make
the ultimate gift of love for generations to come.
Red Fox Primary Composition Book With Story Space and Dotted Mid Line Grades K-2 Specifications: * Wide Ruled Lined Paper * Pages
sized accurately at 8 " x 10 " * Soft, matte cover * 100 pages (50 sheets) * Unnumbered pages * Acid-Free Paper * Features a perfect binding
style * Made with the care of your Kids
A fun, colorful design that might make handwriting practice a little more fun for your children or students. Features: 100 pages, white paper
Glossy paperback cover Large 8.5x11 inches to make it easier for young children to practice writing
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper town. From the bestselling author of The Fault in our Stars.
Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of legend at their high school. So
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when she one day climbs through his window and summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But the next
day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q soon learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they
are for him. But as he gets deeper into the mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip across America - he becomes less sure of
who and what he is looking for. Masterfully written by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story.
Manuscript Instruction
Kindergarten writing paper with Picture Box 120 pages ? This classic minimal and well-designed writing paper notebook multi-purpose for
writing and drawing ? Wide lines and a dotted center to help students practice the shapes and sizes of their letters and numbers. ? A little
practice each day can go a long way in helping children develop beautiful penmanship. ? Check out a sample of the notebook by clicking on
the "Look inside" feature. ? Check out the specifications for more information. Notebook features : ? Layout: Draw and Write ? Dimensions:
8.5" x 11". ? Soft, matte laminated paperback cover. ? Interior: 120 pages or 60 sheets. ? Paper Weight: 60lb Acid-Free Paper. ? White
interior pages. ? Binding: Perfect. Make sure to check out the other design, colors in this type by clicking on our author's page Sappuris
NoteBooks Available. separately in-lined, bullet dot grid, unlined, blank pages, black paper, sketchbook versions,journal lined, lined paper,
Paper college-ruled, writing notes, writing notebook, lined notebook journal, lined paper notebook, notebook for studying, notebook for school,
notebook for drawing, notebook for work, notebook for kids, notebook for children, notebook and journal, composition books, activity book,
agendas, calendar, coloring book, diaries, guest book, logs books, memory books, notepads ,planners, prayer books, puzzle books, study
guides, trackers, workbook and etc. Multiple colors. Colorful, Bright, Black Color, Dark Gray Color, Gray Color, Light Gray, White-Gray, Bright
Red, Coral Red, Pink Color, Magenta, Purple, Violet, Dark Turquoise, Aqua Blue, Turquoise Blue. Light Blue, Royal Blue, Cobalt Blue, Green,
Grass Green, Lime, Yellow, Peach, Orange, Gradient Pattern, Paint, Texture and Background and etc. If you have any other questions,
please contact us Email: sappurisnotebooks@hotmail.com, Website: www.sappurisnotebooks.com Facebook page: sappurisnotebooks
,LinkedIn page: sappurisnotebooks ,and on our Author Pages , #20201125-112601#Notebook#Hight resolution texture brown oak wood desk
Writing Picture Book , with space for pictured and lines for words. 8.5 inches By 11 inches 100 Layout pages Get Your Copy Today!
Draw And Write Journal Cute unicorn primary composition notebook Grades K-2, for young children learning to write with drawing box at the
top, lined paper with picture box 8.5" x 11" (21.59 x 27.94 cm) 55 sheets / 110 pages This adorable notebook is ideal for young children who
are learning how to write and properly proportion letters.
It is your turn to be the author and illustrator of your very own book!Write your own story or create an illustrated journal with this professionally
bound soft-cover book. Each page of this book has an area for original drawings or photos, and lined spaces for handwriting practice. The
high-quality paper is white, not newsprint, and is ideal for pencils, crayons, markers, or glue-stick. These lined area for writing conforms to
both D'Nealian and Zaner-Bloser handwriting programs. The book contains 50 double-sided 8.5"X11" pages. Help foster self-expression,
creativity and literacy in kindergarten through grade 3 students.
The wildly popular YouTube star behind Clean My Space presents the breakthrough solution to cleaning better with less effort Melissa Maker
is beloved by fans all over the world for her completely re-engineered approach to cleaning. As the dynamic new authority on home and
living, Melissa knows that to invest any of our precious time in cleaning, we need to see big, long-lasting results. So, she developed her
method to help us get the most out of our effort and keep our homes fresh and welcoming every day. In her long-awaited debut book, she
shares her revolutionary 3-step solution: • Identify the most important areas (MIAs) in your home that need attention • Select the proper
products, tools, and techniques (PTT) for the job • Implement these new cleaning routines so that they stick Clean My Space takes the chore
out of cleaning with Melissa’s incredible tips and cleaning hacks (the power of pretreating!) her lightning fast 5-10 minute “express clean”
routines for every room when time is tightest, and her techniques for cleaning even the most daunting places and spaces. And a big bonus:
Melissa gives guidance on the best non-toxic, eco-conscious cleaning products and offers natural cleaning solution recipes you can make at
home using essential oils to soothe and refresh. With Melissa’s simple groundbreaking method you can truly live in a cleaner, more cheerful,
and calming home all the time.
Teach writing skills using the Four Square method, which has been proven to work in classrooms just like yours. This revised and updated
edition of the book also includes PowerPoint files filled with additional Four Square examples, activities, and writing exercises. The Four
Square method can be used with all forms of writing and will fit any reading or language arts program. This step-by-step approach is built
around a simple graphic organizer that first shows students how to collect ideas and then helps them use those ideas to create clear and
polished prose. Open-ended reproducibles make the technique accessible to writers of all ability ranges. It is also great for content area
writing.
Kindergarten writing paper with Picture Box 100 pages ? This classic minimal and well-designed writing paper multi-purpose for writing &
drawing ? Wide lines and a dotted center to help students practice the shapes and sizes of their letters and numbers. ? A little practice each
day can go a long way in helping children develop beautiful penmanship. ? Check out a sample of the notebook by clicking on the "Look
inside" feature. ? Check out the specifications for more information. Notebook features : ? Layout: Handwriting Lined and Draw ? Dimensions:
8.5" x 11". ? Soft, matte laminated paperback cover. ? Interior: 100 pages or 50 sheets. ? Paper Weight: 60lb Acid-Free Paper. ? White
interior pages. ? Binding: Perfect. Make sure to check out the other design, colors in this type by clicking on our author's page Sappuris
NoteBooks Available. separately in-lined, bullet dot grid, unlined, blank pages, black paper, sketchbook versions,journal lined, lined paper,
Paper college-ruled, writing notes, writing notebook, lined notebook journal, lined paper notebook, notebook for studying, notebook for school,
notebook for drawing, notebook for work, notebook for kids, notebook for children, notebook and journal, composition books, activity book,
agendas, calendar, coloring book, diaries, guest book, logs books, memory books, notepads ,planners, prayer books, puzzle books, study
guides, trackers, workbook and etc. Multiple colors. Colorful, Bright, Black Color, Dark Gray Color, Gray Color, Light Gray, White-Gray, Bright
Red, Coral Red, Pink Color, Magenta, Purple, Violet, Dark Turquoise, Aqua Blue, Turquoise Blue. Light Blue, Royal Blue, Cobalt Blue, Green,
Grass Green, Lime, Yellow, Peach, Orange, Gradient Pattern, Paint, Texture and Background and etc. If you have any other questions,
please contact us Email: sappurisnotebooks@hotmail.com, Website: www.sappurisnotebooks.com Facebook page: sappurisnotebooks
,LinkedIn page: sappurisnotebooks ,and on our Author Pages , #20201126-015449#Notebook#Watercolor twilight landscape
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved
novel about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi
Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living
outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when she encounters something she can’t resist–books.
With the help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids
as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus
Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be lifechanging.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T
MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
"Easter is almost here--and Turkey knows just how to celebrate. He's going to win the eggstra-special Easter egg hunt! The only problem is
that animals aren't allowed to enter. So he and his barnyard friends come up with a top-secret plan. With his trademark disguises and a whole
lot of help, Turkey goes undercover. Will his basket of tricks help him win a prize?"--Back cover.
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